Specialist Technical Education Programmes

Raising standards in our Sector
e-Aptitude Ltd. is proud to bring you the latest move towards improving Quality standards and
significantly reducing defects in the Construction Industry.
Installation defects, often in the form of commonly repeated errors, cause millions of pounds worth
of legacy issues every year in our sector, and affect the safety and comfort of the people living and
working in the buildings we deliver, even potentially endangering life.
STEPs is an on-line education tool designed to work alongside existing NVQs, apprenticeships, etc., to fill
the gaps in knowledge and awareness that leads to so many of the problems we encounter on our
schemes. The first in the suite of programs is “Foundation level Drywall”, available from January 2020.
STEPs is aimed primarily at operatives and supervisors, but is suitable for anyone seeking to improve
their understanding of drywall systems and how and why they are designed as they are, and above all
the importance of building them correctly so they will perform as intended.
Accessible Learning
- Taken at a time and place to suit the candidate, via any internet-enabled device
- Presented in a clear, concise and digestible format for all levels of I.T. literacy
- Text, drawings and unique photo realistic renderings of details accompanied by audio and video
- Programs available in English, Romanian and Bulgarian
- Multiple choice end test to confirm retained learning and provide a certificate of achievement
For Operatives and Supervisors
- Improve knowledge and reduce installation defects
- Demonstrate level of competence to clients, colleagues and employers
- Keep up to date with changes to Regulations and Manufacturer developments
For Principal Contractors
- Significantly reduced defects and legacy issues
- Benchmark level of knowledge and competence in drylining / firestopping supply chain
- Standard which can be applied when assessing trade contractor suitability
- Sales tool when tendering to clients, enhancing commitment to Quality and Safety
For Developers
- Peace of mind that buildings will be safe and compliant
- Benchmarking tool for recruitment of principal contractors and trade contractors
- Comprehensive and auditable records of competence for all operatives and management
For more information on how your business can employ the STEPs learning tools, improve Quality and
save time and money in defect rectification, please contact info@eaptitude.co.uk

TOGETHER WE CAN RAISE STANDARDS
www.stepsdigital.co.uk

